
Minecraft: 10 Best Quality-of-Life Mods
 

Minecraft is one of the preferred video games on this planet. While Minecraft prison servers

of the sport is perfectly positive, some players feel like the sport could be improved via mods.

There are many mods players must attempt in Minecraft and among them are some quality

of life mods that considerably improve the sport whereas leaving its core mechanics

untouched.
 

Associated: Laptop Games With The most Active Modding Communities
 

These quality of life enhancements make the Minecraft experience as smooth as attainable

and get rid of those little pet peeves players have with the vanilla sport. All mods on this

checklist are suitable with Minecraft 1.18, which is the latest version of the sport.
 

10 OptiFine
 

The OptiFine mod is a superb approach to optimize Minecraft. There are numerous issues

you need to know about the OptiFine mod, however it’s a worthwhile obtain for any Minecraft

participant. Even if you don’t like mods usually, it’s nonetheless a very useful one to have.
 

Most gamers will instantly discover a framerate increase, leading to a smoother experience.

You additionally get many extra choices with OptiFine installed, including dynamic lights and

a variable render distance amongst others. In order for you the optimum Minecraft

experience, then you want OptiFine.
 

9 Simply Sufficient Gadgets
 

Just Sufficient Gadgets, also referred to as JEI, is an item and recipe viewing mod. It allows

you to take a look at every merchandise in the game and easy methods to craft them.

Considering recipes only unlock after you have the necessary materials to craft them, JEI is a

necessary mod for many players.
 

If you happen to want specific blocks for a build, JEI will help you determine what’s needed to

finish your venture. It’s way more environment friendly than having to look it up yourself

exterior of the game. Once you set up JEI, you won’t ever need to uninstall it.
 

8 JourneyMap
 

JourneyMap is a navigation mod that maps your Minecraft world as you discover. It adds a

minimap in the corner of your display screen that displays your current coordinates beneath

it.
 

Associated: One of the best Minecraft Seeds For Computer
 

The map updates in actual-time so you can’t just check out it to figure out the place every
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little thing is. You’ll still have to enterprise out there and uncover your Minecraft world for

yourself, but you won’t should depend on in-recreation maps anymore. If you happen to

continually find yourself getting lost, then this is the perfect mod for you.
 

7 AppleSkin
 

AppleSkin is a useful mod that improves the hotbar at the underside of the display. AppleSkin

offers you further information about meals, together with what number of starvation factors

and the way much saturation they restore. It’s all data you can’t see in the base Minecraft

game.
 

The mod additionally provides loads of recent visualizations in the hotbar to point out

saturation, exhaustion, potential hunger restored, and potential well being restored.

AppleSkin is one of those mods loaded with options that should be within the vanilla game,

making it an incredible addition to Minecraft.
 

6 Waystones
 

For these of you who need to add quick journey to Minecraft, you can achieve this by means

of the Waystones mod. It’s a feature that's missing in Minecraft despite being current in most

open world games. You can craft your personal waystone with the appropriate supplies.

Once two waystones are created, you may quick journey from one to the other.
 

If you’re not near a waystone, however desperately have to quick travel, you can accomplish

that by using a Warp Scroll or a rechargeable Warp Stone. Each of these items are added to

the game through the mod.
 

5 Nature’s Compass
 

Nature’s Compass is a useful mod for players trying to find a selected biome. To craft it, all

you want is 4 items of wood, four saplings and one compass. With nature's compass in hand,

merely right click on to convey up the GUI. By way of the GUI, you can set which biome you

want the compass to level towards.
 

Nature’s compass additionally offers you some info on each biome, including the names of

every biome, what the top block is, and the precipitation of the area. It’s very useful for those

who want to seek out a particular biome for sure assets.
 

4 Timber Mod
 

The Timber Mod will make it as straightforward as attainable to get wood planks from all

kinds of various bushes. This mod makes entire timber fall over by hitting the lowest block,

dropping all of the wooden instantly. It’ll make it so easy to farm wood that you’ll never need

to go back to vanilla Minecraft again.
 



Related: Minecraft: The perfect Biomes In Survival Mode
 

To use the mod, all you need to do is press the V button on your keyboard with an axe in

your hand. Just don’t neglect to yell “timber” as you collect all the fallen wooden.
 

3 Quick Leaf Decay
 

In case you ever get pissed off that the leaves of the tree you simply reduce down don’t go

away immediately, you’re not alone. To unravel this problem, obtain the Fast Leaf Decay

mod. This mod makes leaves decay a second or two after a tree is taken down.
 

Now you won’t should deal with these pesky floating leaves that don’t seem to decay

irrespective of how lengthy you wait. You'll be able to lower down timber without having to

fret in regards to the leaves afterward. Some peace of mind isn't a nasty factor.
 

2 KleeSlabs
 

Slabs are a really helpful block in Minecraft, however many gamers really feel like they’re not

as optimized as they could be. Whenever you stack two slabs on prime of one another and

break it, you get one solid block, which may very well be annoying sometimes.
 

With the KleeSlabs mod, you only break off the slab you’re taking a look at so that you get a

single slab in return and not a full block. It may can help you give you some artistic builds and

not lose the slabs you’ve created.
 

1 NetherPortalFix
 

There are numerous issues you need to do once you enter the Nether, however just getting

in and out of there might be a problem. Generally, when you go through a Nether portal to

return again into the Overworld, you’ll end up in a completely different place. Thankfully, with

the NetherPortalFix mod, you’ll never have to fret about that once more.
 

With this mod installed, you’ll always return through the same portal you entered so you don’t

should deal with any Nether portal shenanigans anymore. It’s a small tweak that makes a

world of distinction.


